With the development of deep neural networks, digital fake paintings can be generated by various style transfer algorithms. To detect the fake generated paintings, we analyze the fake generated and real paintings in Fourier frequency domain and observe statistical differences and artifacts. Based on our observations, we propose Fake Generated Painting Detection via Frequency Analysis (FGPD-FA) by extracting three types of features in frequency domain. Besides, we also propose a digital fake painting detection database for assessing the proposed method. Experimental results demonstrate the excellence of the proposed method in different testing conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Painting has been a major type of artworks in the past few centuries. Many artists, such as Van Gogh, Monet, etc., have contributed numerous paintings with their unique styles. Recently, deep neural networks are developed to transfer the styles of the artists/paintings to other natural images and thus generate realistic digital paintings. This generation can mainly be achieved via two mechanisms. On one hand, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] propose that content and style can be reconstructed based on the image features extracted from convolutional neural networks (CNN). On the other hand, the emergence of generative adversarial networks (GAN) provides another approach to perform style transfer [6] [7] [8] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , the generated paintings are also decent and can hardly be distinguished from the artists' work by ordinary people, i.e., people who lack the necessary expertise. Unfortunately, these generated paintings may be utilized by some malicious people to cheat the customers. Meanwhile, the artists' rights may also be violated. Therefore, it is necessary to identify whether a painting is generated (forged).
Unfortunately, traditional image forgery detection techniques are designed for traditional forgeries including copymove, splicing and image retouching, which are different from style transfer in principle. Recently, several approaches have been proposed to detect the emerging forgeries, such as colorized images [9] , GAN generated faces [10, 11] and computer graphics based generated images [12] . However, they may also be inappropriate, because they are designed to distinguish natural images, which are different from paintings, from fake images based on the corresponding forging mechanisms. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no forgery detection method specifically designed for fake generated painting detection.
Considering that the existing style transfer techniques only possess constraints designed in spatial domain, the fake generated paintings may be more distinguishable in frequency domain. Therefore, we transform the real and fake generated paintings into Fourier domain to perform a frequency analysis. Based on our observation that the fake generated paintings reveal obvious inconsistencies in frequency domain compared to real paintings, we propose a forgery detection method, named Fake Generated Painting Detection via Frequency Analysis (FGPD-FA).
Our major contributions can be summarized as below: 1) We observe that there are differences between the real and fake generated paintings in frequency domain; 2) Based on the observed statistical differences between the spectrums of the real and fake generated paintings, we extract the statistical and oriented gradient features for detection; 3) Based on the observed artifacts in the spectrum of fake generated paintings, we adopt a blob detection algorithm [13] to extract the blob feature for detection; 4) We build a painting database, named Digital Painting Forgery Detection (DPFD) Database, which contains 10310 real paintings from fifteen famous artists and 58292 fake paintings generated via three state-of-the-art style transfer methods [5, 6, 8] .
METHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposed Fake Generated Painting Detection via Frequency Analysis (FGPD-FA), whose framework is shown in Fig. 2 , will be introduced in details.
Analysis and Observations
The differences between the fake generated and real paintings are not obvious, as Fig. 1 demonstrates. Since the state-ofthe-art style transfer techniques do not constrain their outputs in frequency domain, a frequency analysis is performed to better reveal the differences between the fake generated and real paintings. Naturally, Fourier transform is employed to transfer the paintings from spatial domain to frequency domain. Note that the colour space of the painting image will be transferred from RGB space to YUV space and only the Y component will be employed in the frequency analysis, for convenience. According to the experiments, two major observations can be obtained:
1) Statistical differences: The averaged distribution of the spectrum values are different between the fake generated and real paintings. We randomly select 1000 spectrums of the real paintings and 3000 spectrums of the fake generated paintings, where each one third of the fake paintings are generated by a state-of-the-art forging method. Then, we show the averaged spectrum in Fig. 3 and the values on the diagonal line of the averaged spectrum in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the difference of averaged spectrum values at middle frequencies between the fake generated and real paintings is obvious. In Fig. 4 , the x-axis represents the indexes of the diagonal line from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner, while the y-axis represents the averaged spectrum values. As can be observed, the spectrum values of the real paintings possess less variations and do not present spike-like artifacts compared to that of the fake generated paintings. 2) Artifacts: Inspired by [14] , which discovered that certain noisy artifacts regularly appear in the GAN generated images, we analyze the GAN generated paintings in frequency domain. According to our experiments, grid-like artifacts, where each crossing point appears to be a blob, appear regularly in the spectrum of GAN based generated paintings. Fig. 5 presents a generated painting with visible artifacts and its detected blobs.
Statistical Feature
Based on the first observation in Sec. 2.1, we perform a simple yet effective univariate analysis to describe the statistical distribution of the spectrum.
Given a normalized spectrum denoted by M , let S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s L ) be the one-dimensional vector containing all the elements of M . Let L denote the length of S. Four statistical values with different orders, including mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis, are calculated and then concatenated to form the statistical feature for FGPD-FA:
Oriented Gradient Feature
According to Sec. 2.1, the changing slope of the spectrum of the fake generated paintings varies more obviously from low to high frequencies, compared to that of the real paintings. Thus, local oriented gradients can be exploited to model these inconsistencies. FGPD-FA adopts the classic yet effective Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [15] to capture the local oriented gradients. Since the number of samples are limited, if the feature dimension is high, the sample space will become sparse and the performance will thus be degraded. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the dimensions of the extracted HOG vectors to avoid the above issues. Before the extraction of HOG vectors, considering the symmetry of the spectrum, FGPD-FA resizes the width and height of the spectrum by half and then crops the top-left quarter of the resized spectrum for further processing and feature extraction. Then, a Gaussian filter is applied to smooth the resized and cropped spectrum. Although [15] shows that smoothing with large masks tends to decrease the performance, we empirically observe that it tends to be helpful to smooth the spectrum with large masks (e.g. 9 × 9) in frequency domain. After the smoothing, we divide the preprocessed spectrum into cells. For each cell, a histogram of gradient directions is computed as a HOG descriptor.
With the computed HOG descriptors, we encode them into a Fisher vector [16] to better represent the spectrum. For each image (spectrum), let H = {x i |i = 1, ..., N } be a set of D dimensional HOG features, where N denotes the number of cells and D denotes the number of orientations. Then, the corresponding Fisher vector can be computed by
where G denotes the probability distribution function of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Here, GMM is utilized to fit the distribution of the extracted HOG descriptors. Note that Θ = {w k , µ k , Σ k , k = 1, ..., K} represents the parameters of GMM, where K stands for the number of Gaussian distributions and w k , µ k , Σ k represent the weight, mean vector and covariance matrix of Gaussian distribution k, respectively. L Θ represents the Cholesky decomposition of the Fisher Information Matrix [17] . In our experiments, an practical implementation of Fisher Vector Encoding [18] is employed for convenience.
Blob Feature
Since regular grid-like artifacts with blobs can be observed in frequency domain of the fake generated paintings, to better utilize this trace, we adopt the Difference of Gaussian (DOG) [13] method, which is an efficient approximation to the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) in blob detection [19] , to detect the blobs by finding the extrema. In our method, the number of detected blobs is exploited as the blob feature. Fig. 5 : Fake generated paintings with noisy artifacts and its spectrum with the detected blobs. 
Procedures of FGPD-FA
Here, we briefly summarize the procedures of FGPD-FA, whose framework is shown in Fig. 2 . For both the training and testing stages, the given image is firstly transferred into Fourier frequency domain, where all the subsequent operations are performed. Next, the statistical feature, oriented gradient feature and blob feature are extracted and then concatenated into a feature vector. Support vector machine (SVM) is employed as the classifier. Note that the implementation of SVM in [20] is employed here. In the training process, GMM model is estimated based on the training data and SVM is trained with the extracted features and corresponding labels. In the testing process, the trained GMM and SVM are directly utilized in predictions.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, our database, the experimental setups, evaluation results and an ablation study are correspondingly introduced in details.
Database
In this paper, we build a database, named Digital Painting Forgery Detection (DPFD) Database, which contains 58292 fake generated paintings and 10310 real paintings with the resolution of 256 × 256. The real paintings are from fifteen famous artists. To generate the fake paintings, natural images are selected from multiple image datasets [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The fake paintings are generated via three state-of-the-art style trans- fer methods, including AAMS [5] , CycleGAN [6] , and Gat-edGAN [8] .
In the experiments, both the training and testing datasets are constructed based on our DPFD database. Note that the training and testing datasets are not overlapping. The training dataset contains 4992 fake paintings with all the styles of fifteen artists, which are generated by all the three methods, and 4128 real paintings from all the fifteen artists. To evaluate the proposed method from different perspectives, seven testing datasets are constructed, as shown in Table 1 . Note that we only select three representative artists to assess the proposed method when it faces different forged styles.
Setups and Metrics
For the oriented gradient feature, we set the Gaussian filter size as 9 × 9, the number of orientations as 9, the cell size as 16 × 16, the block size and the window size as 64 × 64. L2norm is employed as the block normalization method. Note that the power law equalization is not applied. Besides, when fitting GMM, the number of Gaussian distributions are chosen to be 16 by Bayesian Information Criterion [26] . For the blob feature, to neglect the very small blobs, we set the minimum standard deviation for the Gaussian kernel as 11, the maximum standard deviation as 30, and the ratio as 1.8. In SVM, the RBF kernel is selected. The regularization parameter and the kernel coefficient are selected by grid search strategy.
In the evaluation, the accuracy (Acc) and F1-score (F 1 ) are employed as measurements [27] . Note that the fake generated paintings are defined as negative samples and the real paintings are defined as positive samples.
Quantitative Evaluation Results
The proposed FGPD-FA is evaluated with the datasets in Table 1 and the quantitative results are shown in Table 2 . The results indicate that our method performs decently for both the CNN-based method (T 1 β ) and GAN-based methods (T 2 β , T 3 β ), and it can be used to detect the fake generated paintings with specific styles (T 1 α -T 3 α ). When the fake images are generated based on all the fifteen artists and three forging methods, FPGD-FA still gives satisfactory performance, which demonstrates the excellence of the proposed FPGD-FA.
Ablation Study
To verify the effectiveness of each feature, an ablation study is performed on the testing dataset in Table 3 and the corresponding ROC curves are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be observed, the proposed method can identify the fake generated paintings from the real paintings with either the statistical feature or the oriented gradient feature. Note that the blob feature is not evaluated alone because it is mainly designed to detect the GAN-based generated paintings. When each two of the features jointly work together, obvious improvements can be obtained. When all the three features are utilized, the proposed FGPD-FA gives the best performance. According to the results, the effectiveness of each feature can be verified.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we aim to design a forgery detection approach to identify the fake generated paintings, which are forged by style transfer techniques, from the real paintings. We firstly analyze the fake generated and real paintings in Fourier frequency domain. Based on two major observations, we propose Fake Generated Painting Detection via Frequency Analysis by extracting the statistical, oriented gradient and blob features in frequency domain. We also propose a new database for fake generated painting detection. Extensive experiments not only demonstrate the excellence of the proposed FGPD-FA, but also verify the effectiveness of each extracted feature.
